A self-regulating irrigation system to provide water and dissolved nutrients to plants through a tubing network is described including a sensor actuator circuit comprising an sensing circuit which senses aspects of soil condition through sensing a voltage between sensing terminals in the soil. Aspects of soil condition include moisture, mineral content and acidity or pH level. The sensed voltage is input to a comparator circuit whose output becomes input to an actuator circuit to activate a valve to supply a corresponding branch of the network with desired water or fluid nutrient.
SELF-REGULATING SMART IRRIGATION SYSTEM

This application claims benefit from the provisional patent application 62/888,392 filed Aug. 16, 2019 by the present inventor.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Technical field: This invention pertains to controlling systems for irrigation networks providing water and nutrients to plants.

About 80% of water usage is for agriculture and farming, to grow the plants that are primary food source for all humanity. In effect, humans consume more water through the food they eat than they consume for drinking, bathing, cleaning home, gardening and making all the goods used in the modern industrial economy. In a world facing unpredictable climate change, hot, dry areas are getting hotter and drier, with increasing variability in precipitation and weather patterns as seen in increased incidence of both drought and floods, often in the same geographical areas within the same year. Many areas of the world, from the American South West to the Middle East and India face a future of increased water stress, with expected demand exceeding an unpredictable supply. Ground water aquifers that were stable for millennia are found to be rapidly depleted within a generation.

It is clear that the water-poor future of the world will need to address optimizing water use by its largest consumer—agriculture. Drip irrigation, which delivers only water to the root zone of growing plants, avoiding wastage through evaporation over wider areas, is a key technology to enable this future.

Drip irrigation expanded particularly from Israel in the 1960s with the availability of low cost polyethylene or plastic tube and drip accessories including valves and emitters. The concept is simple: the water is provided from a point or linear source where water is provided only to the root zone of plants where it is readily absorbed into plant tissue while minimizing waste of water to unneeded areas and loss through evaporation.

The technology is simple but is able to reduce water usage by up to 90% to let the ‘desert bloom’ and recently shown to grow even water-thirsty crops like rice in the arid, desert areas of the Middle East.

More recently, the availability of sensors, such as for soil moisture, or acidity—pH, mineral and nutrient content, are measured through sensors that transduce these parameters into a voltage. This sensed voltage, representing the parameter of interest, is then compared with a reference voltage which represents the ideal or target value of the parameter of interest. The sensed parameter is compared with the reference parameter by a voltage comparator circuit, and if the parameter value is sufficiently different from the target or reference value it activates a transistor switch to turn on and open a fluid valve, supplying the needed water or nutrient to the targeted soil area. The fluid valve may be on a parallel branch of pipe or tubing circuit in an irrigation network supplied with water, fluid nutrients or liquid fertilizer.

The sensor-actuator controlling circuit may be understood as being comprised of two connected parts—a) the soil sensor circuit that drives the action of b) the valve actuator circuit. The soil sensor circuit senses the soil condition, typically as a voltage across two sensing terminals and compares this sensed voltage against a reference voltage, typically through an electronic circuit component such as a comparator. The output of this comparator is then supplied as input to the actuator portion of the sensor-actuator circuit which opens or closes a fluid valve depending on the relative values of the compared inputs to the sensor circuit. The voltage comparator, examples including the LM393 series from Texas Instruments, provides a binary output—ON or OFF—depending on if the sensed voltage is higher or lower than the reference voltage.
above or below the reference voltage. This output of the comparator may be input to a electronic switch which, for example, could be a MOSFET transistor in n-channel depletion mode—which is activated to the ON state with a sufficiently high positive voltage supplied to the gate, allowing a current to flow between the transistor source and drain. Such a transistor or electronic switch, when in series with an solenoid fluid valve, will actuate this (normally-closed) valve to open (or close) by supplying (or shutting off) the needed current to operate it.

[0013] The moisture content of soil may be sensed by measuring the resistance as the sensed voltage between two sensing terminals with a given reference current flowing between them. If the soil becomes too dry then its resistance increases, as does the voltage across the sensing terminals. When this sensed voltage exceeds a reference value, such as provided by the same reference current flowing through a reference or adjustable resistor of known value, then the comparator in the circuit will output an ON voltage signal to the transistor or electronic switch, causing it to conduct current. This will allow current to flow through the valve from the power supply, actuating its operation and allowing water or other fluid nutrients to flow to the network branch or loop corresponding to the location of the sensing terminals.

[0014] As an example, typical garden soil will, when fully saturated with water, measure a resistance of less than 5 kiloOhms (kΩ) between two rod conductors, each of galvanized steel about 1/8" in diameter, placed about 1 inch apart, with each penetrating about 1 inch into the soil. But when the soil is very dry the resistance will exceed 10 MegaOhms (MΩ) between the same two conductors. A 10 Volt supply, for example, will have a reference current of about 10 microAmperes through a reference resistor of about 1 MΩ, if such a resistor is used to set the reference voltage. As the soil resistance between the reference terminals rises with drying soil from below a few kiloohms to above 1 megaOhm, the voltage will rise from nearly ground (or zero volts) to nearly the supply voltage of 10 volts.—this voltage change will be detected by the comparator and accordingly used to output a high voltage to the transistor switch, turning on the current to the solenoid valve supplying water. When the moisture content around the sensing terminals gets sufficiently high enough then the resistance will drop back below a few kilohms, which will conversely set the comparator to switch the voltage low and the transistor into the non-conducting state, causing the water supply through the solenoid valve to turn off.

[0015] A typical embodiment of the invention may use solenoid valves that are normally-closed NC and operate ON—opening the valve—when a voltage exceeding about 5V is supplied with current between 0.3-0.7 Amperes allowed to the valve’s terminals.

[0016] The entire system may be powered by a solar panel providing around 12V and about 0.5 Ampere of current, although less is adequate for most practical cases.

[0017] Such a system may comprise of many such valves each coupled to its corresponding sensing terminals in the nearby soil. Each such valve may supply a parallel branch of an irrigation network so that even if the main supply to the network remains open each branch is supplied with water only when the corresponding soil terminal turns dry.

[0018] The reference voltage may be adjustable, such as with an adjustable resistor or potentiometer to target low or high moisture content in the soil. This allows for different plant types, requiring different moisture content levels, to be irrigated from the same network, while the corresponding sensors are set to different reference resistor or voltage values.

[0019] The source of sensed and reference voltage can be due to other physical aspects that represent soil condition. For example, it may be mineral content or acidity. In such cases as well, the voltage between two sensing terminals will be representative of these parameters and may be used to supply minerals, nutrients through the irrigation network until the appropriate target conditions are achieved in soil around the sensing terminals.

[0020] It is well known that two dissimilar conductors in soil have an electrochemical potential that varies according to the acidity or alkalinity of the soil. This phenomenon can be used to target acidity of the soil within the desired range, supplying dissolved acids or alkaline supplements to the soil to target the voltage between the sensing terminals and hence the acidity or pH of the soil to within the desired range.

[0021] When a solar panel is used as the power supply for the controlling circuit of each valve it allows the irrigation network to be operated off the power grid. Most plants need watering in the morning, during the ‘light phase’ of photosynthesis. The solar panel would automatically enable this by operating the controlling circuit to open the corresponding valves only in the morning when the sun comes up, providing water to the corresponding branches or loops of the irrigation network only until they reach their corresponding target moisture content levels. The sensing terminals may be disposed in various geometrical formats in the soil, including to enable averaging of the soil parameter of interest over wide areas.

[0022] For example, one of the limitations of drip irrigation is that it typically uses only point or line sources of water to the soil. The supplied water slowly diffuses through the soil from the immediate vicinity of the drip zone to eventually reach the entire root zone of the plants being irrigated. In such cases, the drip points may be placed near the center of the root zone of the plants while the sensing terminals may be placed at the edges of the root zone, or ‘drip-line’ of trees. The water supply through the opened solenoid valve then continues until water from the center of the drip zone diffuses outward to the edges of the root zone where and when the sensing terminals, sensing adequate moisture throughout the root zone, will turn off the solenoid valve.

[0023] The comparator outputs from multiple sensing terminals which sense more than one location and more than one aspect of soil condition may be combined in OR and AND logic to turn on the electronic switch to enable the solenoid supply valve to open to meet the target conditions.

[0024] A self-regulating, self-powered, off-grid system is thus described which can supply an irrigation network for diverse plant and soil types from a single main supply, without need for external intervention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] FIG. 1 shows the operation of a typical embodiment of the invention as represented by the sensor-actuator circuit. This is the controlling circuit which will self-regulate the irrigation system by actuating the opening of the valve
to supply water only when the soil condition—moisture content—presents a high enough resistance from dry soil.

[0026] 100—is the sensor-actuator circuit comprised of a soil sensor circuit section and a valve actuator section

[0027] 102—is the electric power source—a solar panel or battery—providing 12 Volts supply to and about 0.5 Ampere to the sensor-actuator circuit in this embodiment

[0028] 104—an adjustable resistor or potentiometer to be compared with the resistance across the sensing terminals

[0029] 106—the sensing terminals; the sensed voltage is measured across the soil resistance between these terminals

[0030] 108—the reference resistors—about 1 Megaohm in this embodiment—which set up the reference voltage to be compared with the sensed voltage at the comparator

[0031] 110—the comparator or similar electronic component which compares the voltages at its two inputs to output a high or low voltage depending on the polarity of their relative difference.

[0032] 112—a 'pull-up' resistor, about 1 kiloohm in this embodiment, that sets the voltage to the gate of the MOSFET to near the supply voltage.

[0033] 114—MOSFET transistor in n-channel depletion mode

[0034] 116—solenoid valve—normally closed NC—in this embodiment, typically requiring less than 0.5 A at 12V to open.

[0035] 118—tube or pipe through the solenoid valve providing water and or fluid nutrients to the corresponding branch of the irrigation network.

SUMMARY

[0036] A self-regulating irrigation system to provide water and dissolved nutrients to plants through a tubing network is described including a sensor actuator circuit comprising an sensing circuit which senses aspects of soil condition through sensing a voltage between sensing terminals in the soil. Aspects of soil condition include moisture, mineral content and acidity or pH level. The sensed voltage is input to a comparator circuit whose output becomes input to an actuator circuit to activate a valve to supply a corresponding branch of the network with desired water or fluid nutrient. What is claimed is:

1. A self-regulating irrigation system providing water and nutrients to plants in soil comprising

an electric power source;

a plurality of valves with each such valve in fluid connection with a branch of an irrigation network;

each valve being electrically controlled by a sensor-actuator circuit comprised of an actuator circuit being coupled to the electronic output of a soil sensor circuit;

each soil sensor circuit being configured to measure a sensed voltage between sensing terminals disposed in adjacent soil;

each soil sensor circuit being further configured to determine the difference between sensed voltage and a reference voltage;

whereby the actuator circuit operates the corresponding valve to open or close as a function of an aspect of soil condition.

2. The soil sensor circuit of claim 1 comprising a comparator or operational amplifier

3. The actuator circuit of claim 1 comprising a field effect transistor

4. The aspect of soil condition of claim 1 being moisture content, nutrient or mineral content or pH level.

5. The sensed voltage of claim 1 being measured across the resistance between the sensing terminals with a given reference current from the power source flowing between them.

6. The sensed voltage of claim 1 being the electrochemical potential between the sensing terminals comprised of dissimilar conducting materials.

7. The power source of claim 1 being a solar panel.

8. The power source of claim 1 being a battery.

9. The sensing terminals of claim 1 being a plurality of conductors disposed in soil

10. The plurality of conductors of claim 6 being disposed in an array whereby sensed soil condition is averaged over area of array.

11. A plurality of the sensing terminals of claim 1 whereby the corresponding plurality of sensed voltages and one or more reference voltages may be combined through comparators in AND or OR logic as input to a transistor or electronic switch to actuate the operation of the corresponding valve.

12. A plurality of aspects of soil condition which may be combined in AND or OR logic to actuate the valve of claim 1.
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